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Reforming the NEM to enhance end-user 
participation and demand response



Outline

• What is DR?

• What can DR do?

• Why do customers participate?

• What market features are important for DR?

• What NEM reforms are being contemplated?
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Who are EnerNOC?



Our solutions focus on the three energy cost drivers
EnerNOC’s Energy Intelligence Software
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How you buy it

  

Supply management

• Develop accurate energy budgets

• Track costs against budget

• Conduct budget scenario planning


Utility bill management

• Collect historical utility bills

• Track trends in utility usage & cost

• Discover & report billing errors

• Streamline accounts payable

!

!

How much you use 

!
Visibility and reporting

• Track trends in energy usage &  

carbon impact

• Visualise real-time energy data to 

understand consumption patterns

• Automate environmental reporting 

Facility optimisation 
• Benchmark & compare facilities

• Analyse meter data to identify cost 

saving opportunities

• Prioritise actions across a portfolio 

Project management 
• Track the impact of measures


When you use it

!
Demand response

• Earn revenue to fund your energy 

projects

• Measure & manage DR event 

performance

• Track payment history 

Demand management

• Alert on demand thresholds

• Quantify cost impact of demand peaks

• Forecast new facility & system peaks




EnerNOC’s world-wide demand response footprint
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Countries with active EnerNOC DR programmes



Successful demand response at scale
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8,500 MW available for dispatch

15,000 commercial and industrial sites

331 dispatches per annum

106% average performance

Annual figures are for 2012 calendar year.



What is DR?



Peaking

Mid-merit

Baseload

What does a power system look like without DR?

8 Data: AEMO “total demand” for all NEM regions, year ending 31 March 2014



Peaking

Demand response

Mid-merit

Baseload

It’s wasteful to build power stations you’ll hardly use

9 Data: AEMO “total demand” for all NEM regions, year ending 31 March 2014



Moving away from treating demand as something simply to be predicted
Methods for involving the demand side

Administrative approaches 
• Controlled loads

• Time-of-use tariffs

• Critical peak pricing


Market-based approaches 
• Real-time pricing

• Aggregated demand response

10 Photo: Zellweger ZE 22-3 Ripple receiver relay 1050 Hz by RODALCO. CC BY-SA 3.0 licensed.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Zellweger_ZE_22-3_Ripple_receiver_relay_1050_Hz.JPG
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en


Aggregated demand response



Aggregators protect customers and the utility from non-performance
Risk management through portfolio aggregation
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measure which relies on the presence of advanced meters and
smart building technologies. The same technologies used to
implement MBCx can be deployed to enable automated DR,
thus generating both kWh and kW savings. MBCx generally
refers to the real-time, continuous monitoring of thousands of
points in a building to detect and correct anomalous consump-
tion and ensure persistent savings. MBCx requires real-time
visibility not only to meter-level consumption data, but more
granular building data. Monitoring and control technology is
installed to capture real-time energy usage data from interval
meters, as well as to interface with building or energy manage-
ment systems (BMS/EMS). This data is used to create bench-
marks and identify efficiency measures that enhance building
operations on a continuous basis. A customer can program its
DR load curtailment plan directly into its BMS to automate
responses to utility dispatch signals. 

A Vision for the Future
There’s tremendous potential for utilities to create and com-
municate a smart grid value proposition for their C&I cus-
tomers. However, for this segment to get the most out of utility
smart grid investments, C&I customers must be allowed full
access to their meter data, in real time. For example, in Califor-
nia, the Public Utilities Commission recently ruled that “it is
reasonable to require” the utilities to provide customers “with
access to the customer’s usage information on a near real-time
basis by the end of 2011 should the customer desire that infor-
mation.” 7 Such real-time access to data will drive the develop-
ment of sophisticated and useful energy management
applications.

p.m. That manufacturer can and should be able
to contribute to the DR program, but will
require a complementary resource in the DR
portfolio that can respond from 6:00 p.m. to
8:00 p.m.—and smart grid applications can
help manage a diverse portfolio of C&I DR
effectively and reliably.

■ Real-time energy data—“You can’t
manage what you don’t measure”: Histori-
cally, most C&I customers have had only
monthly billing data to manage electric utility
costs. Today, C&I smart grid technologies are
available that capture real-time building data—
meter data and potentially sub-meter and
building system data—and present that data
in meaningful ways. These technologies can
drive value for C&I customers by empowering
management teams with much more insight
about energy use and costs. 

Many C&I customers find that being able
to view such real-time data gives them enhanced awareness of
their overall energy usage. For example, in a phenomenon some-
times referred to as the “Prius effect,” 6 online web management
tools can enable customers to monitor their performance dur-
ing DR dispatches, as well as to compare their usage on a
monthly basis to uncover operational issues. Customers might
use the software to avoid setting a new monthly peak demand,
or to monitor weekend and nighttime energy usage to reduce
unwanted phantom loads. If a customer is utilizing the soft-
ware in two similar buildings, it can quickly determine if those
facilities have significantly different energy usage, and take steps
to identify and fix anomalies in the inefficient building. In addi-
tion, some customers on dynamic pricing tariffs will be able to
use the applications to assist them in reducing load in response
to high prices. 

Notably, utilities might choose to sponsor customer access
to online energy management tools as a marketing strategy. The
software platform can be used to advertise the utility’s energy
efficiency programs and drive increased adoption.

■ Fully integrated demand-side management: A C&I
smart grid platform can drive both the control and manage-
ment of temporary reductions in energy demand (DR) and the
identification and monitoring of sustained energy reductions
(EE). Leveraging a common technology platform for integrated
demand-side management strategies can greatly reduce mar-
keting and implementation costs. In addition, a utility might
be able to fund measures that deliver both EE and DR at a level
greater than it would be able to fund a measure that delivers
only EE or only DR.

Monitoring-based commissioning (MBCx) is a type of EE

DYNAMIC MANAGEMENT OF C&I DEMAND RESPONSEFIG. 2
Source: Author’s analysis

Smart grid technology enables dynamic management of demand response among commercial and
industrial customers. 
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Dependable performance from varied providers

13 Diagram from Kristin Brief & Brad Davids, C&I Customers Get Smart, Public Utilities Fortnightly, January 2011.



We install telemetry on every participating site, so customers

can see how they’re doing, and so can we

Real-time visibility is vital
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Network Operations Centre
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We have developed sophisticated tools to manage dispatches in real time
Triage
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• This tree-map allows us to 
focus attention on customers 
having the most impact


• Each patch represents a 
customer site


• The area indicates the 
expected DR quantity


• The colour shows how they 
are performing relative to 
expectations



Typically 30% better performance on average, and much lower variability
Effect of coaching
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What can DR do?



14 GW of DR in a 160 GW market
DR is huge in PJM
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DR is bringing huge benefits to PJM

Capacity 
• 2013/14 BRA: Impact of DSM

• $11.8 billion saved


!

 
Energy 
• DSM price impact during 1-week heatwave 

• $650 million saved
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PJM Market Monitor. Analysis of the 2013/2014 RPM Base Residual Auction Revised and Updated, September 2010. 
PJM letter to Transmission Expansion Advisory Committee, 28 August 2012. 
PJM Demand Response Fact Sheet, 2008.
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                     Norristown, PA 19403-2497 

                              
               

Steven R. Herling 

                Vice President - Planning 

 

 

 
  
August 28, 2012 

 
Transmission Expansion Advisory Committee 

 
Re: PJM Board of Manager Decision on MAPP and PATH  

 
 
On August 24, 2012 the PJM Board of Managers met to consider the PJM staff recommendation to 

remove the MAPP and PATH projects from the Regional Transmission Expansion Plan (RTEP).  

PJM staff reviewed results of analyses showing reliability drivers no longer exist for the project 

throughout the 15-year planning cycle.  The analyses incorporated the continued trends of 

decreasing customer load growth, increasing participation in demand response programs and the 

recent commitment of new generating capacity in eastern PJM.    

 
The PJM Board of Managers considered the communication received from stakeholders, and 

results of the reliability analyses completed by staff and decided to terminate the MAPP and PATH 

projects and remove them from the RTEP effective immediately. 

 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Steven R. Herling 

Vice President, Planning 

 

In PJM, long-planned $3.5 billion PATH & MAPP transmission projects not needed
Decreasing peakiness avoids network capex
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“increasing participation in 
demand response programs” 
cited as key trend leading to the 
cancellation of the projects

PJM letter to Transmission Expansion Advisory Committee, 28 August 2012.



22 Map data © Google 2014.

Demand response in Western Australia
• Over 700 commercial and industrial sites participate

• Total capacity of 500 MW



“Assessment of the aggregated performance of DSM facilities shows that the required 
curtailment was delivered successfully in all intervals of dispatch.” — IMO
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Dispatch during WA gas crisis

Sources: IMO 2011 Statement of Opportunities, p.14; Presentation by Allan Dawson, 7 April 2011 .



Ancillary services in New Zealand

24 Map data © Google 2014. Bottom photo: Wellington Port by Br3nda, CC BY 2.0 licensed.

• Over 100 MW of capacity

• Over 150 separate facilities

• All fully automated

• Shut down in <1 second

• Notification by SMS and email

http://www.flickr.com/photos/taniwha/3341007858/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en


Under-frequency event in New Zealand
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Data: 20 millisecond frequency samples recorded in Wellington during North Island UFE on 9 Dec 2011.



Under-frequency event in New Zealand
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Data: 1 second meter data from 79 devices which responded to North Island UFE on 9 Dec 2011.



Photo: Biglow Canyon Wind Farm, by portland general. CC BY-ND 2.0 licensed.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/portlandgeneralelectric/5224551223/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/portlandgeneralelectric/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0/


Wind integration pilot at Bonneville Power Administration
DR can help with intermittent renewables
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Pacific Northwest is great for wind 
• 3.5 GW online

• 6 GW more “in process”

• 15 GW further “in discussion”


Problem: It’s only a 40 GW system 
• Approaching a 60% wind penetration factor


Solution: DR to increase load, as well as decreasing it 
• Time-shifting heating/cooling/pumping loads

• Sub 10 minute response, fully automated
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Load resources can respond more quickly and accurately than typical generators
Demand response can do regulation, too
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Regulation by generator Regulation by demand response

Gen data: Beacon Power, Smart Grid Rulemaking and Integration of Renewables & Energy Storage; DR data: Alcoa, Demand Response in the A/S Market, Jan 2009.



What can DR do?

30

Advantage

Wholesale capacity Lower cost

Network capacity Lower cost

Contingency ancillary services Better

Lower cost

Frequency regulation Better



What makes participation attractive?



What makes participation attractive to customers?

In theory: 
• The existence of appropriate price signals

32 Supply curve for NordPool, taken from EWEA, The Economics of Wind Energy, March 2009, figure 0.10 

THE ECONOMICS OF WIND ENERGY18

Wind power is expected to infl uence prices on the 
power market in two ways:
Wind power normally has a low marginal cost (zero 
fuel costs) and therefore enters near the bottom of 
the supply curve. This shifts the supply curve to the 
right (see Figure 0.11), resulting in a lower power 
price, depending on the price elasticity of the power 
demand. In Figure 0.11, the price is reduced from Price 
A to Price B when wind power production increases 
during peak demand. In general, the price of power 
is expected to be lower during periods with high wind 
than in periods with low wind. This is known as the 
‘merit order effect’. 

As mentioned, there may be congestions in power 
transmission, especially during periods with high wind 
power generation. Thus, if the available transmission 
capacity cannot cope with the required power export, 
the supply area is separated from the rest of the 
power market and constitutes its own pricing area. 
With an excess supply of power in this area, conven-
tional power plants have to reduce their production, 
since it is generally not economically or environmen-
tally desirable to limit the power production of wind. 
In most cases, this will lead to a lower power price in 
this sub-market.

When wind power supply increases, it shifts the power 
supply curve to the right in Figure 0.11. At a given 
demand, this implies a lower spot price at the power 
market, as shown. However, the impact of wind power 
depends on the time of the day. If there is plenty of 
wind power at midday, during the peak power demand, 
most of the available generation will be used. This 
implies that we are at the steep part of the supply 
curve in Figure 0.11 and, consequently, wind power 
will have a strong impact, reducing the spot power 
price signifi cantly (from Price A to Price B). But if 
there is plenty of wind-produced electricity during the 
night, when power demand is low and most power is 
produced on base load plants, we are at the fl at part 
of the supply curve and consequently the impact of 
wind power on the spot price is low.

This is illustrated in the left-hand graph in Figure 0.12, 
where the shaded area between the two curves approx-
imates the value of wind power in terms of lower spot 
power prices in west Denmark (which is not intercon-
nected with east Denmark). In the right-hand graph in 
Figure 0.12, more detail is shown with fi gures from the 
west Denmark area. Five levels of wind power produc-
tion and the corresponding power prices are depicted 
for each hour of the day during December 2005. The 
reference is given by the ‘0-150 MW’ curve, which thus 
approximates those hours of the month when the wind 

FIGURE 0.10: Supply and Demand Curve for the 
NordPool Power Exchange

Source: Risø DTU
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FIGURE 0.11: How wind power infl uences the power 
spot price at different times of day
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What makes participation attractive to customers?

In theory: 
• The existence of appropriate price signals


In practice: 
• No disproportionate overheads or risks

• Actionable price signals

• Certainty of sufficient reward to be worthwhile

• Active competition between aggregators to procure DR

33



What market features are important for DR?



35

The late Alfred E. Kahn

Professor Emeritus of Political Economy 

Cornell University 

Demand Response Compensation in Organized Wholesale Markets, FERC Docket No. RM10-17-000.

“Since demand response is actually ― and not merely 
metaphorically ― equivalent to supply response, 
economic efficiency requires that it be regarded and 
rewarded, equivalently, as a resource proffered to system 
operators, and be treated equivalently to generation in 
competitive power markets.”



If the customer doesn’t know the price, you can’t expect them to respond
Price signals should be actionable

36

2013-04-24 08:32 NEM - SA1 2013-04-24 20:35 forecasts

Page 1 of 2http://er-nem.appspot.com/nemforecast?region=SA1&retro=2013-04-24T20:35:00

SA1 2013-04-24 20:35 forecasts
19:35 19:40 19:45 19:50 19:55 20:00 20:05 20:10 20:15 20:20 20:25 20:30 20:35 20:40 20:45 20:50 20:55 21:00 21:05 21:10 21:15 21:20 21:25 21:30

19:05 201 91 91 91 91 91
19:10 91 91 91 91 91 91 91
19:15 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91
19:20 91 91 91 91 91 86 86 84 82
19:25 91 91 91 91 91 87 86 84 82 75
19:30 91 91 91 91 89 86 84 83 82 74 75
19:35 91 91 91 91 87 84 84 83 81 73 74 72
19:40 91 91 91 91 89 89 86 86 80 80 74 91
19:45 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 89 87 84 91 91
19:50 91 91 91 91 91 91 85 86 79 91 91 91
19:55 91 91 91 91 91 89 91 86 91 91 91 91
20:00 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91
20:05 91 91 91 91 91 88 91 91 91 91 91 91
20:10 91 91 89 89 85 91 91 91 91 91 91 91
20:15 91 89 89 85 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91
20:20 91 91 87 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91
20:25 91 89 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91
20:30 11295 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91
20:35 70 67 66 60 60 62 79 83 83 80 76 79
Actual 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 12200 70

UDD -3 8 27 -10 -1 29 -9 -15 -2 7 -7 51 -105
Min 91 2109 62 60

Robust 91 2109 87 91
Official 91 2109 64 80

Max 91 2109 87 91
 19:35 19:40 19:45 19:50 19:55 20:00 20:05 20:10 20:15 20:20 20:25 20:30 20:35 20:40 20:45 20:50 20:55 21:00 21:05 21:10 21:15 21:20 21:25 21:30

Back to overview

Data: AEMO 5-minute pre-dispatch and dispatch prices and demand for South Australia on 24 April 2013.



72% of DR capacity in PJM comes from third-party aggregators
The importance of aggregators to successful DR

37

 
2013 Load Response Activity Report: November 

PJM�©�2013� www.pjm.com� 5�|�P a g e �

Figure 2:  Business Segments for Confirmed Emergency DR Registrations for DY 13/14  
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Figure 3:  Breakout of Owner/Company Type for Confirmed Emergency DR Registrations for DY 13/14 

 

Note: Percent of Nominated Capacity (MWs) 
Figure 3 from PJM Demand Response Operations Markets Activity Report: November 2013, showing percent of total nominated capacity.



Essential to motivate customers to remain available for rare events
Availability payments

38

Peaking

Demand response

Mid-merit

Baseload



What about the NEM?



What can DR do in the NEM now?

40

Advantage Happening? Problems

Wholesale Lower cost A small amount Retailers and  
the brave only

Network Lower cost A tiny amount Conflicting 
incentives

Contingency 
ancillary services

Better

Lower cost Vic smelter only Retailers only

Frequency 
regulation Better No Retailers only 



41 Map data © Google 2014.

Demand response in the NEM



Markets which make provision for DR have much higher levels of participation
The NEM is an outlier

42

Market DR capacity % of capacity

PJM 14,118 MW 8.6%

WEM 499 MW 8.4%

ISO-NE 2,164 MW 7.4%

NYISO 2,248 MW 6.7%

NEM 820 MW 1.6%

PJM: 2014/15 Base Residual Auction results, Doc #645284, p. 9. 14,118.4 MW of DR cleared in the RPM; 2014/15 RPM Base Residual Auction parameters, Doc 
#631095, p. 2. Forecasted peak of 164,758 MW.	  
WEM: IMO, Summary of Capacity Credits for the 2011 Reserve Capacity Cycle (October 2013-2014). 
NYISO: NYISO’s Demand Response Programs. Donna Pratt, Manager Demand Response Products. May 2011; NYISO Press Release, 22 July 2011. Peak demand 
reached 33,454 MW on 21 July 2011. 	  
ISO-NE: Forward Capacity Auction 5 (FCA5, 2014-15) Results Summary, 2011; ISO Installed Capacity Requirements, PAC Meeting, July 2011. Compares cleared FCA5 
MW to the CELT 2011 Forecast 50/50 Peak of 29,380 MW for 2015 Capability Year. 	  
NEM: AEMO 2013 NEFR estimated available DSP at MPC for summer 2013-14, compared to total registered generation, Oct 2013.



NEM reforms



Allows DR to be treated like generation in the wholesale market
Demand response mechanism
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Data: EnerNOC portfolio during PG&E dispatch on 9 Aug 2012, with uncapped baseline adjustment.

Baseline
Consumption
DR
Retail energy

MW



A minimal reform to allow widespread DR participation
Demand response mechanism

Unbundles DR procurement from retail supply 
• Customers can shop around for the best deal for their DR

• Can still sell to their own retailer if they wish

• Should lead to a competitive market for DR, including specialist aggregators


Treats wholesale DR like non-scheduled generation 
• Customers earn the spot price for their load reductions

• Aggregated DR is likely to be offered as hedges

• AEMO decided scheduled participation was too hard for initial implementation


Generators and retailers don’t like it 
• Introduces additional competition to generators in the wholesale and hedge markets

• Breaks exclusivity of retailers’ relationships with customers
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The state of play with the DRM
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Australian Energy Market Commission

7   |   Power of Choice Review Final Report Implementation Plan

Reform Area 5:
DSP in wholesale 
electricity and ancillary 
services markets 

Final recommendations SCER action Implementation

Introduce a demand response mechanism  
that pays demand resources via the wholesale 
electricity market. This will require changes  
to the NER.

Agree to the policy recommendation and draft 
specifications in power of choice final report.

Direct AEMO to develop details for a rule change 
proposal and required procedures, including the baseline 
consumption methodology in accordance with the draft 
specifications included in the power of choice final report.

SCER decision at its December 2012 meeting.

AEMO to establish an advisory stakeholder working  
group upon SCER direction. 

AEMO to submit rule change proposal to the AEMC  
no later than December 2013.

AEMO develop guidelines and procedures in parallel  
to rule change process.

The mechanism should commence no later than  
early 2015.

Introduce a new category of market participant  
for non-energy services in the NER.

Agree to policy recommendation and draft specifications 
in final report.

Direct AEMO to consider any overlaps with this proposal 
with the demand response mechanism.

SCER decision at its December meeting 2012. 

AEMO to submit rule change proposal to the AEMC  
no later than December 2013. 

Clarify provisions in the NER regarding AEMO’s 
role in demand forecasting for its market 
operational functions.

Agree to submit a rule change proposal based on  
draft specifications in the power of choice final report.

SCER decision at its December 2012 meeting. 

New arrangements should be in place by the end of 2013.

Power of Choice Review final report  
implemenation plan (continued)

>

✅

✅

Now mid-2016?

❌ Additional cost-
benefit analysis 
first.

AEMC, Power of Choice, Final Report Implementation Plan, November 2012.



What will DR be able to do in the NEM?
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Change Timeline

Wholesale Power of Choice  
demand response mechanism 2016?

Network AER Better Regulation reforms Regulatory resets 
from 2015

Contingency ancillary 
services

Non-energy services  
market participant 2016?

Frequency regulation Non-energy services  
market participant 2016?



NZ market design has not evolved
Catch-up overdue
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